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REPORT TO ACCOMPANY 

MAGNETOMETRIC MAP 

North i, Lot 1Ji Concession 6

Playfair Township 
Ontario*

Introduction;

In May, 1914.6, a magnetometric survey of, 

the north half of lot 1J, Concession 6, Playfair township, 

Ontario, was made by Variometer Surveys, Limited* A Watt 

vertical variometer with a scale constant of approximately 

50 gammas was used throughout* Readings of vertical 

magnetic intensity were taken at Intervals, in general, of 

100 feet, along lines spaced l+OO feet apart* A statistical 

break-down of the work is as follows:

Line cutting 6c chaining - ll| man-days.

Operation of instrument 
(2 days, with assistant) - k man-days*

Drafting - 5 man-days. 

No* of stations - 221

Miles of line 
(including southern base

line.) - to

Preparation of report 
and consultant's time - l man-day*

The results of the work are set forth on 

the accompanying map.
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GEOLOGICAL NOTES

The area covered in this survey is devoid of outcrops* 

Direct correlation of magnetic data with geological 

phenomena is possible only in the northeast corner where 

a drill hole has cut syenite. In addition a similar 

survey, made by this company in the contiguous property 

to the north, that of Golden Arrow Mines Limited, has 

provided information that may be of use here* The item 

of particular interest on Golden Arrow ground is a 

syenite stock, marked magnetically by an area of low 

uniform magnetism. The correlation of the area of low 

uniform magnetism on Golden Arrow ground, established in 

several places by diamond drilling, is exact within the 

limits of the distances between stations* The survey 

of the lot described in this report was made, therefore, 

to discover the extent of the Golden Arrow syenite 

thereon, or to find other similar stocks or bodies*

DIAMOND DRILLING

A diamond drill hole, collared on Golden Arrow 

ground just north of Hisiop-Piayfair township line, and 

west of lot line 12-1?, Hislop was drilled southeast* 

This hole, drilled to 6^5 feet at an average inclination 

of 1+10 crossed the township line and extended for 221 

feet onto the lot here described*
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It crossed the contact between greenstones and syenite 

on Golden Arrow ground where anticipated and continued 

in syenite to the bottom of the hole* Thus syenite is 

known on this part of the lot, and its extent may be 

inferred from the magnetic data*

INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIC DATA 

One area of low magnetic intensity (below 1000 

gammas as recorded) appears in the northeast corner* From 

correlation with work on Golden Arrow it seems clear 

that this area marks the south-western limits of the 

syenite plug known on that property* The contact between 

it and adjacent volcanic rocks probably follows near 

the 1000 gamma contour* .r,, . ;

A second area of low intensity covers a large area 

in the southwestern part of the lot* Whether or not this 

also represents a mass of syenite is not known* From 

the magnetic dataalone it may, but this possibility would 

have to be checked by drilling or deep trenching* If 

it does indicate a syenite mass, the mass would lie 

across the extension of the Golden Arrow ore-bearing fault 

zone* It would, thus, form an attractive area for 

prospecting*

RECOMMENDATIONS l; 

The possibility that the Golden Arrow fault zbrie 

carries ore where it crosses the syenite mass in the
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northwestern corner of this lot should be investigated* 

Some 1^00 feet of drilling should indicate possibilities 

thereabouts,

The interpretation of the southwestern low area 

should be checked by one hole, drilled to cross the 

presumed extension of the Golden Arrow fault*

Therefore a minimum of 2000 feet of diamond drilling 

is recommended*

J. W. Ambrose, 
President, 

May, 191+6 Variometer Surveys Limited.
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